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CTT"GAIN, on the completion of another volume—the nineteenth since the Anastatic

/-I Drawing Society was founded by my old friend, the late Rev. J. M. Gresley, and

J the sixth annual one since its management passed into my own hands—the grateful

and always welcome task devolves upon me of thanking the contributors one and all, not

only from myself but, I am sure, from every member of the Society, for the large number of

beautiful drawings which form its contents.

The present volume, both in the variety of subjects that have been chosen, the admirable

and artistic manner in which they have been treated, and the fidelity of details by which

many of them are characterised, will, there can be no doubt, bear favourable comparison with

any others by which it has been preceded, and I thank one and all for the pains they so

generously have taken, and the skill they have so lavishly displayed in preparing the

drawings which grace its pages—and I venture to hope that in the future, as in the past,

I may count upon receiving, from their gifted pens, contributions of sketches of equal beauty

and interest for many volumes yet to come.

During the past, as, indeed, in former, years, many honoured names have, alas, been

transferred from the roll of members of this Society, to that death-roll from which there can

be no removal
;
and their places, in many respects, it will be difficult to fill. Other friends,

however, possessed of consummate skill, have, I am gratified to state, joined the Society,

and by their contributions proved themselves to be valuable acquisitions to its ranks. It is

only by the continued adhesion of old, and the accession of new, members, that the Society

is enabled each year to issue so important, beautiful, and valuable a volume, and it therefore

behoves all who take an interest in the matter to do their best to induce others to join its

ranks. I need scarcely say that I shall at all times be delighted to receive the names of

intending members, and to give to one and all every possible information that may be

required regarding the objects and regulations of the Society which it is so true a pleasure

to me to conduct.

For the convenience of new members, and as a matter of occasional reference for all, it

will be useful to repeat that the present Society is an incorporation of the original “ Anastatic

Drawing Society” founded in 1854, by the late Rev. J. M. Gresley, M.A., and the “Ilam

Anastatic Drawing Society,” established in 1859, by the Rev. G. R. Mackarness, M.A., now



Lord Bishop of Argyll and the Isles, and afterwards for some years continued by the

Rev. G. F. Francis, M.A., from whom it passed into my hands, in 1875. Its objects are the

careful delineation of remains of Antiquity: eg. Ancient Ecclesiastical, Military, and Domestic

Edifices; Sepulchral Slabs, Crosses, Monuments, and Brasses; Fonts, Stained Glass, Tiles,

and Bell Marks; Arms and Armour; Costume, Embroidery, and Jewellery; Plate, whether

Church, Corporation, Regal, or Domestic; Glass, Pottery, and Porcelain; Furniture, Sculpture,

and Wood Carvings
;

Regalia, Insignia of Office, Personal Decorations, and Badges of

Dignity or Authority
;

Illuminations from Ancient MSS.
;

Copies of Rare Prints and

Portraits; Seals, Medals, and Coins; Heraldry; matters relating to State and Ceremony;

and all other subjects which can usefully illustrate the arts, habits, manners, customs, and

social life in the early and middle ages. Each member pays an annual subscription of

half-a-guinea, which entitles him or her to a copy of the volume for the year for which such

subscription is paid, and each member has the privilege of contributing one or more drawings

(whether made by him or herself, or by friends) to the volume
;
but the contribution of

drawings is perfectly optional. Each contributor of drawings receives twelve extra copies

of each of his plates, free of cost, and has also the privilege of having any additional

number of impressions he may wish taken at his own expense. The drawings (which

should not exceed in. by 9! in., inclusive of the written names of the subject and the

artist) should be, as far as possible, of subjects hitherto unpublished, or, where convenient,

made from original sketches; and preference should in all cases be given to subjects

connected with our own kingdom.

The Drawings must in all cases be forwarded to myself, and should be accompanied by

a brief description to be incorporated in the letterpress; and, in order to its speedy issue,

I would earnestly impress upon contributors the importance of letting me have those

intended for vol. XX. (to which members will be entitled for their 1882 subscription) as

early as possible. The earlier I receive the drawings the sooner the volume will be ready

for distribution.

LLEWELLYNN JEWITT, F.S.A., Editor.

The Hollies
,

Duffield, near Derby.

#
#
* All the requisite instructions and materials for Anastatic Drawing are supplied by Mr. Cowell,

Butter Market, Ipswich, for 2 s. 6d., post free ;
and persons wishing to join the Society are requested to write

to the Editor, or to Mr. Cowell, to whom all Subscriptions should be paid.
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Title Page. Designed and drawn by G. IV. FAIRBANK.

In the title page, so very tastefully and artistically designed in “Queen Anne’’ style by our

talented member, Mr. Fairbank, are introduced with admirable effect, views of the towers of

the churches of All Saints’ and St. Clement’s at Hastings, from sketches made specially for the

purpose. These two churches, mostly of perpendicular character, are, as usual in the district,

built partly of flint, and stone, and although they have undergone much alteration, each

possesses some interesting features. In All Saints’, the infamous Titus Oates was baptised in

1619, the record remaining in the parish registers to this day. The East window, a memorial

of the eighth Earl of Waldegrave, is one of the finest examples of modern stained glass.

St. Clement’s Church, among other interesting features, contains the remarkably fine Font of

which a drawing by Miss Pattison is given on plate XXXI of the present volume. The pulpit

cloth, made out of the canopy under which King George I. was crowned, existed until recently.

There are stained glass memorial windows to the Rev. J. G. Foyster, (a former rector)

;

Viscount Chewton, killed in the battle of the Alma; and Sarah, Countess of Waldegrave, his

mother. St. Clement’s Caves near at hand, are looked upon as among the most attractive

features of the locality.
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-Me DESCRIPTION OF •> TJIE PIiNTEg.^

I. $Ordj, 50Utfj f^aglmg Cfjurrfj, CO. Southampton. Drawn by G. W. Fairbank.

HAYLING is an island on the south coast of England, nearly opposite to the Isle of Wight,

and about 70 miles from London. It lies in Chichester Harbour, and is separated from Portsea

by a narrow channel. Off its south coast is the relic of a tract of land, submerged in the reign of

Edward III., now forming an extensive shoal, known as the Woodsner Sandbank. The island

contains 3670 acres, and is divided into two parishes, North and South Hayling, each of which

has a Church.

The first Church built in the island of Hayling, was that mentioned in the Conqueror’s

grant to the Abbey of Jumieges. There is every probability that this was erected about the

year 1050, by the Abbot and monks of Winchester, who became possessed of Hayling by the

gift of Queen Emma. This original Church was submerged and destroyed in the great

innundations in the fourteenth century.

Of the two Churches now on the island, that of North Hayling, dedicated to St. Peter, is of

greater antiquity than that of South Hayling. It apparently dates from the reign of Henry

II., and was doubtless a chapel of ease to the original submerged Church. It is to be

regretted that the entire structure is fast going to decay. It has a small carved wooden porch

on its north side.

The South Church, dedicated to the Virgin Mary, dates in its general design and

construction, from the twelfth century, and the porch, which is on the south side, is a spacious

and beautiful specimen, being constructed of open framework in oak, the tracery of which has

disappeared. It has two seats, and before a recent restoration, was partly paved with ancient

stone coffin lids, but these have now been replaced with tiles. The plate is reduced from a fine

water colour drawing, made by Mr. Fairbank in 1879, which formed an attractive feature at

the exhibition of the works of living artists, held at Brighton in 1880.
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II. olfc Selian Cijatr in Camforfose. Drawn by W. B. Redfarn.

The Sedan Chair here represented, is a careful representation of one of these curious relics still

preserved, though not used, in the ancient University Town of Cambridge. It was made early

in the present century to replace a much more ancient one, which had been handed down from
father to son, in a family whose occupation had been that of “letters out” of Sedan chairs for

several generations. This one is made of leather with elaborate decorations of brass
;

it has a

large window in the upper part of the door in front, and a smaller one in each of its sides, all

of which let down in the same manner as those in modern carriages. The old Sedan
was carried on poles, by two men, the springiness of the poles causing an easy and pleasant

motion for the “fare” sitting inside. When the occupant entered or came out of the chair, it

was deposited on the ground or in the entrance hall, the door opened, the top raised like the

lid of a box, and a free exit was given. The following are its measurements :—height from

floor to top, 5 feet; from front to back, 2 ft. 7 in.; from side to side, 2 ft.; length of poles,

II ft. 6 in.; thickness of poles, i£ in.; depth at loops of poles, 3 in. This “Sedan chair” is

now in the possession of Mr. S. C. Barnes of Cambridge, and has only ceased to be publicly

used within the last fifteen or twenty years.

III. getmmster Cfyurrfj, ©orsetsfjtre. Drawn by J. T. Irving.

The village of Yetminster is said to obtain its name from having been the gate or “yett” into

the south end of the great Royal Forest of Blackmoor Vale, which, from there, extended north

to “Shaston” (Shaftsbury). The Church is large, and the interior remarkably fine. The open

and richly moulded roofs over the nave and its aisles, still retain the original painting. The

very pillars of the arcades, at the time the sketch was made, preserved traces sufficient to have

enabled an almost perfect restoration of their coloured decorations to have been obtained.

The fine old oak seats appeared to have been also painted; traces of the red still remaining

upon them. In the east end of north aisle is a curious monument of the Mintern family of

Batcoomb, and high in its north wall is a small window which had lighted that end of the

rood loft.

The Chancel presents a curious series of Consecration Crosses, placed very low down on the

buttresses. In its window opening, seen next the nave, there remained a most valuable but

very small fragment (border inclusive) of the original stained glass, coeval with the stonework.

The sketch is taken from the churchyard wall, near the gate.

IV. ®Uj jfant at ©bcr, ©fyestiir. Drawn by Miss Smith.

The old Church at Over, in Cheshire, is a low perpendicular erection, and the font, which is

within a trefoil-headed niche with reflected crocketed arch, is of peculiar form. Over itself

is an ancient prescriptive, or baronial borough, and still appoints its mayor annually.
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Connected with the place are many curious customs and traditions, foremost amongst which
is the fact, that tradition asserts this parish to have been the birthplace of “Nixon the prophet.”

“John, or Jonathan Nixon, the father of our prophet,” says a writer of a century and a half ago,

“was an husbandman, who had the lease of a farm from the Abbey of Vale Royal, to this day
known by the name of Bark or Bridgehouse, in the parish of Over, near Newchurch, and not

far from Vale Royal in the forest of Delamere, which house is still kept up and venerated by
the natives of Cheshire, for nothing else, that I could hear of, but that extraordinary famous
birth which took place in Whitsuntide, and he was christened by the name of Robert in the

year 1467”—probably in the very font here represented by Miss Smith.

V. ©agger anti <Sj)eatfj. In the collection of Mr. W. B. Redfarn
,
Cambridge.

Drazvn by W. B. Redfarn.

On this Plate are given a series of views and details of a 17th century dagger, of rare form

and great beauty. The hilt, of steel, is elaborately engraved
;
and the guard is also engraved

in like manner, and perforated. The blade is fluted, and takes the various forms which may
be gathered from the three sections given in the plate. The scabbard, also of steel, is

beautifully embossed with various subjects, among which are two helmeted heads, a knight

in armour, and a mermaid with two tails, one of which she holds in each hand. This

extremely handsome dagger is in perfect preservation, and is particularly interesting from

the fact that it has the undoubtably genuine date of “ 1617 ” stamped on the back of the

sheath. It was bought at the sale of the effects of the late Tom Taylor, Esq. The following

details will explain the sketches on the plate. Fig. 1 is a general view of the dagger, on the

right side of which are given three sections of the blade. Fig. 2 is a side view of the dagger

in its sheath, showing also the loops at the back of the scabbard by which it was suspended

from the belt. Fig. 3 is a back view of sheath, with the date 1617, a facsimile of which is

also given, fill size, in the drawing. Fig. 4 is a front view of the sheath. Fig. 5 shows the

form of the scabbard (which is lined with thick layers of leather) looking into it at the top,

and Fig. 6 top view of the pommel of the hilt, also engraved like the grip.

VI. ©Itl Rouses at Hsfyfortl, in Sent. Drawn by Miss Walter.

THE Old House at Ashford, in Kent, which forms the subject of this plate, was formerly the

residence of the master of the Grammar School at that place. It was situated at the north

west corner of the churchyard, but has recently been pulled down. The Grammar School

was founded by Sir Norton Knatchbull, and the school-room and bell turret are still standing.

The drawing is from a sketch taken by Miss Walter, in 1877-
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VII. ©atetoag at lEfofjurst, Stjermanliurs, in Sussex.

Drawn by J. Lewis Andre.

The parish of Shermanbury is pleasantly situated in the flat district which lies to the

north of the South Downs. Two branches of the river Adur here unite, and the combined

streams are navigable for barges up to the bridge called “Mock Fords.” Lower, in his

“ History of Sussex,” mentions three manors here— (i) Morley, (2) Sakeham, (3) Ewhurst,

and of the latter says, “ It was the ancient residence of the Norman family of Peverel, and

“passed in the same line of descent as Offington, to the Lords La Warr. Before the year
“ 1600 it was acquired by the Pelhams, and passed successively into the ownership of the

“families of Byne, Heath, and Challen. In the reign of Philip and Mary, Thomas West, the

“opulent Lord La Warr, occasionally resided here, and a document of that period mentions,
“

‘ My Lord’s great chamber, a nursery, buttery, kitchen, and other apartments.’
”

Of this manor house considerable remains exist, and are used as a farm house. The
moat is almost entire, and on the north side widens out into a large piece of water, close to

which is a fine gateway, somewhat in advance of the dwelling in position. This entrance is

of pure decorated Gothic design, and of an unusual plan—a tower of two stages attached to

a building at its back
;

the former is gabled, and has the upper story lighted by a single

long cruciform-shaped “ crenille,” or loop hole
;
the front angles of the gateway having very

bold, well-managed “ franch ” buttresses, of great dignity, and which terminate in pedimental

heads. The lower story is groined with sex-partite vaulting. The outer doorway has a

carrying arch of closely-jointed square stones, under which is a flat one, both having the

edges neatly rounded. The inner arch of all is segmental with the space between it and the

flat one over, worked into coarsely-formed spandries (a feature so common in perpendicular

work). The groining springs from half-sexagon moulded corbels, and the inner doorway

(also segmental headed) is moulded with two quarter circles, between which are two

square members. The doors remain—they are folding, and composed of very small

square panels at the backs, faced with plain boarding. Behind the inner entrance is a

building extending on each side of the tower, but of the same date, and having a communi-

cation with it through a “cripling,” or gable, in the roof. A pretty little ogle-headed lancet,

and a doorway cut out of solid oak remain in this part of the structure.

The whole of the tower is of neatly squared masonry, and the apex of the front gable

still retains its simple vane. The roof is covered with tiles, but probably it was originally

healed with stone slabs, such as are still remaining on the building at the back.

The farm house has a good brick chimney shaft rising from a stone base, the flue being

gathered in by means of a stepped gable, as is common in Sussex
;

but the date of this

feature is much more recent than that of the entrance tower.





yVlONU^IENTAL JBrASS TO J^ADY pLIZABETH pORING, IN BURTON pKUi^CH, pUSSEX.





VIII. Brass of ILatig lEU^a&etfj (Eortng, in Burton (Cijurci), Sussex.

Drawn by J. Lewis Andre.

The Church of Burton, near Petworth, is situated in the centre of an extensive park, and

adjacent to a large stuccoed and plain mansion, which replaces the ancient manor house.

The churchyard has been destroyed, and the church is now simply embosomed in fine trees
;

externally this modest little temple presents nothing remarkable, and consists only of a small

nave and short chancel, but the interior possesses a feature probably unique in Sussex,

namely, a rood screen with the loft over, and which retains the original painted decoration in

good preservation. The font bowl would seem as old as the church mentioned in Doomsday

Book as existing here, under the designation of “ Botechitone,” it being a simple circular

mass with a cable moulding running round the upper edge. A plain piscina is in the chancel,

but there is no pulpit, which would probably occupy too much space in so small an edifice,

Many open seats remain, with good examples of the linen fold pattern on their panels.

The manor of Burton, formerly belonged to the Gorings, from whence it passed by

marriage to the Biddulphs, the present possessors, and the church is rich in memorials of the

former family. One of them is probably commemorated by the recessed and canopied tomb

remaining in the south wall of the chancel, with an effigy representing a female in the

costume of the latter part of the 15th century, the size of which is only three feet six inches

in length. Unfortunately no inscription, if any was attached to it, at present exists.

In the nave are two quaint high tombs, partly recessed, with high tabernacle work over

them
;
one is placed in the centre of the south, the other in that of the north wall

;
the

former is perpendicular in design, and has a kneeling figure in armour, c 1530. The arms on

numerous shields placed round show the person represented to have been one of the Goring

family. Opposite is another canopied sepulchral recess of a mixed classic and Gothic style

of design
;

it commemorates Sir William Goring and his wife, who died in 1558. The effigy of

the latter alone remains, but numerous shields, rich with heraldic charges, still retain their

enamelling in a very perfect state. The brass of Lady Elizabeth is remarkable for showing

her as dressed in an heraldic tabard, instead of the usual mantle, and is therefore of special

interest. The drawing, here given, is one half of the original in size. The inscription is :

—

lEIijabetfj ffiortnge totfe of ge same Sr TOtlhm

& tjougljtr of 3oljn GTonert of Siangan tigctJ ge

3EFI of Nobebe 1558 anti Igetl) fjere ttombefc.
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IX. 3ofjn flHesleg'g Cottage* Stoanage, near Bournemouth

Drawn by G. IV. Fairbank.

The historically interesting cottage here carefully drawn by Mr. Fairbank from his own
original sketch, is picturesquely situated at Swanage (or, as it is often called, Swanwick) in

Dorsetshire. It was for some time the residence of the celebrated divine and founder of

Methodism, the Rev. John Wesley. It bears, within a circular tablet at one end, the words

“John Wesley’s Cottage, Aug. 13, 1787.” Swanage (the “Swan-village") is about four miles

by water from Bournemouth, and “consists of one long, sloping, thoroughfare of decent

“houses, with minor streets, and enjoys a glorious prospect of down, and cliff, and sea.’»

The climate is mild and agreeable, and the place has become a favourite health-resort for

sea bathing.

X. Bits of tfje flUtusebal anti Benatssance Castles of Notttngfjam.

Drawn by Thomas Chambers Hine
,
F.S.A.

This plate represents some interesting fragments of the Edwardian and Caroline Castles of

Nottingham, which would not come within the range of ordinary inspection.

No. I shews the entrance to what is generally known as “Mortimer’s Hole,” but is simply

a subterranean passage or sally port, and may have been used as a communication with the

former water-mill at the base of the castle. The passage, which in the ancient records is

described as the secret alley by which Edward III. and his band surprised the Mortimer, is a

branch one leading out of this, and terminating in a winding stair discovered by Mr. Hine

in 1864.

No. 2 is a portion of a winding staircase, is all that is left of the Great Tower erected by

Edward IV. and finished by Richard III., and from which he sallied forth with his army to

the fatal field of Bosworth. This can only be seen from a garden outside the present walls.

No. 3 represents a pair of large arch stones found within the moat at the time of the

conversion of the modern castle into a museum, and is here shown as resting on the remains

of a tower near the carriage drive.

Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7 show the leaden cistern, dinner bell, and door knocker of the Renais-

sance Castle, the two latter being in the custody of the contributor.

As associated with the founder and the succeeding owners of the modern chateau, the

facsimiles of their autographs will be interesting.

No. I is taken from the records of Sherwood Forest, and is that of the founder s.

Nos. 2 and 3 are from original letters of the second Cavendish, Duke of Newcastle, and

the one who entertained William III. at Welbeck, in 1695, and are in the possession of

M. J. Preston, Esq.

Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7 are from business correspondence of the contributor with the 4th, 5th,

6th and present Pelham Dukes of Newcastle.
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XI. jFont at Sfycrmanburg Ctjurd), iStlSSri. Drawn by J. Lewis Andrl.

A MORE uninteresting edifice than the church at Shermanbury could hardly be met with. The

dedication is to S. Giles, and it is mentioned in Doomsday Book under the designation of

“ Salmonsburie.” At present it consists of a first pointed nave and chancel, to which an

eighteenth century west porch has been added. It would seem that a tolerably lofty Early

English erection has been cut down, and hence the lancet windows throughout are now

square-headed, those of the east end, two in number, being terminated by a cropped gable.

The west front of the nave has a miserable wooden bell turret and trumpery spirelet, and the

fabric has cracks in several places. Inside, the chancel arch has been destroyed, and a

“Classic” moulded beam substituted
;
this is flanked by a couple of pulpits, and high pews,

some of the “omnibus” kind, cover all available space, whilst free seats cumber the entire

central passage. The altar table is enclosed by returned rails, with a pew on each side

reaching to the east wall
;
a “ neat ” painting of the royal arms is on the north side of the

nave
;
huge tasselled cushions repose on the altar, which is flanked on either side by two

old-fashioned dining-room chairs; the pews are labelled with the owners' names; and a west

gallery is entered from the outside of the building. One object only of any interest exists

in this wretchedly mutilated structure—a small octagonal font of second pointed date. It has

panelled work on each face of bowl and stem of a vigorous but rather coarsely executed

design. A font very similar in character may be seen in the neighbouring church of Cowfold,

an edifice rich in the possession of one of the finest brasses in England, that of Prior Noland.

XII. SEarrmgton ^aristj (Cfyurri) anti 2ftrctorg, &nno. 18U.

Contributed by the late Dr. Kendrick.

This highly interesting view of the old, but now destroyed Church of Warrington, in Lancashire,

shows that building and the Rectory, as they existed in 1811. Many of its features were of

remarkably good character of the decorated period, some of the windows being especially

elegant.
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XIII. indent Meapons. In the collection of Mr. W. B. Redfarn
,
Cambridge.

Drawn by W. B. Redfarn.

Figure i on the plate gives a side view of a very good example of a bold 16th century sword,

with a complication of guards, and unusually long guillons, curved at each end. The blade is

fluted, and has a double edge, and besides the wolf-mark, has a group of crowned heads

stamped on either side; heads very similar, in fact almost identical, are sometimes found on

sword blades which bear the name of Andrea Ferrara.

Fig. 2 is a poniard of the reign of James I. The handle is of ivory and ebony, a small

engraved plate of brass covering the top, view of which is given beside the handle.

Fig. 3 is an elegant Venetian sword of the middle of the 16th century, which is very like

the Venetian weapon called a Schiavona, from its being the sword with which the Schiavona, or

Doge’s guard was armed. This kind of weapon is very frequently confused with the modern

Scottish Highlanders’ sword, miscalled Claymore, the real Claymore being, as its name denotes

in the Celtic tongue, a Great Sword.

The Venetian sword is rather more elegant than the ordinary Schiavona
,
and has in

addition, a curved cross guard; the blade is fluted till it dies into the ridge, is two-edged, and

has on either side the inscription uFortune!' and “ Virtute.”

The drawings are all made half the size of the originals, but the width of both blades, and

the inscription, and the heads, are also given of full size.

XIV. iLpctj (Kate anti olK Rouses rounti tlje Cijurrijparti, Smar&en, 3&ent.

Drawn by Miss M. A. Walter.

The Lych Gate, commonly in Smarden called thef Pent-House,” is of much older date than

the room over it. It is of timber, as are many of the old houses in the place. Until about

thirty years ago the village stocks stood beneath the Pent-House
;
the last time they were

used being in 1820. The drawing is from a sketch made by Miss Walter, in 1875.
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XV. & Ualentme of tfje Cntturg. Drawn by Miss Alice Mary Nunnerley.

This singular Valentine, here simply drawn in outline, from the original, is one of very few

remaining examples of these love-missives of the “ olden days.” One of its great peculiarities,

which was common in productions of the kind in those days, is its elaborate folding
;
and the

way in which, in course of opening, those “ folds” are made to “ uu-{o\d ” not only the missive

itself, but the secret of the tale of its writer’s affections ! In this plate the dotted lines are

added to show the mode of folding. The valentine is a single piece of paper, 8i inches

square, and it is folded into nine squares, all of which, with the exception of the central one,

are again, in a certain and somewhat elaborate order, folded diagonally. On first opening it

by lifting up the four triangular folds that fit and pass into each other very cleverly, two

hearts with their broad ends together, at once appear, and are surrounded by the quatrain :

—

“ This heart, my Dear, as you behold.

Will break as you these leaves unfold
;

Even so my heart with love-sick pain

Sore Wounded as it breaks in twain.”

And, surely, these hearts, which are drawn with a pen across the folds, do divide, or

“ break ” as the opening proceeds. Once wholly opened out the centre exhibits a large

lozenge-shaped tablet, having in its centre a large heart, and in each angle a smaller one, and

forming a square around the central one the lines :

“O Virgin fair, O Nymph Divine,

My Life, my Love, my Heart is thine.

A heart I had that once was free,

But now Confin’d in chains by thee.

My Roving Heart can Never Rest

Till it finds room in Your Sweet Breast.

A lover true, a Maid sincere

Is to be praised—a thing most Rare.

Perhaps you think I am too Bold,

Because I have not store of Gold,

For if I had you should have part,

But as I a’nt you have my heart.

When this you see, pray think of me,

And bear me in your mind
;

I am not like the Weather cock,

That changes to every wind.

Thos. Preston.”

In two of the four corner squares are buds, and in the other two flowers, in water colours.
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XVI. and XVII. Back anti JFront of a Ualentine of tfje gear 1785.

Drawn by Miss A lice Mary Nminerley.

The Valentine outlined on these two plates is of the same general character as the one

just described, and it folds up in precisely the same manner. When folded up it bears on the

“ direction side ” a pink heart, surrounded by red and blue rays, within a circle
;
and in

the angles :

—

1 To thee I write Sweet Turtle Dove.

2 I’ve wrote a Moral of my Love.

3 The powers of Envy can’t Pretend

4 To say I have false storys penned.”

And on the other side, drawn over all four folds, a red heart, with the surrounding lines :

“
i Dear Love, this Heart which you behold,

2 Will break when you these Lines unfold.

3 Even so my Heart with Love Sick pain,

4 Sore wounded is, & breaks in twain.”

On “breaking ” this semblance of a heart, by opening the triangular folds, the following

lines, one couplet on each, appear :

—

ist. My dearest dear, and Blest Divine,

I’ve Pictured here your Heart & Mine,

2nd. But Cupid with his fatal Dart,

Hath wounded deep my Tender Heart,

3rd. And hath betwixt us set a Cross

Which makes me to Lament my Loss.

4th. But I’m in hopes when this is gone,

That both our hearts will join in one.”

On quite opening out the sheet, the design (in colours) of hearts, flowers, cupid, sun, stars

etc., is as shown on plate XVII. The verse when put together is :

—

ist. You are the Girl and only Maid,

That hath my tender heart betrayed,

2nd. Nor ever will my heart have ease,

Until our Hearts are joined like these.

3rd. If you refuse to be my Wife,

It will bereave me of my Life.

4th. Pale Death at last must stand my Friend,

And bring my Sorrows to an end,

Of your true Lover, Valentine, and Friend,
T. Hinton,

Feb. 14th, 1785.”

The originals are in the possession of Miss Nunnerley.
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XVIII. Canon's &sps, tfje seat of Sir p?. 5L. ©rgtien, Baronet.

(Drawn by J. T. Irvine.)

Is situated close to the site of the “Priory of Black Canons, of the order of St. Augustine,
suppressed in 1536, whose earliest known benefactor was Stephen de Ley, in the reign of

Henry II., 1154-89. “John Dryden being the first known resident member of the (Dryden)
family. There was a house here previous to his ownership, as he certainly built the Hall,

which is later than the tower and part adjoining on the west. Sir John Dryden, the grandson
of this John, was member for the county in 1640 and 1654, and took the parliamentary side.

The poet John Dryden, was a grandson of Sir Erasmus Dryden, the first baronet. The house

stands diagonally to north and south, each exterior face being about 100 feet. It incloses a

quadrangle, measuring 52 ft. by 37. On the south-west side of the quadrangle is a tower 50

feet high. The great change in the house was made in 1708-9-10, when many of themullioned

windows were stopped, others taken out and sash windows inserted. All the gateway pillars

made and several of the avenues and clumps planted about 1710.” The above mentioned

pillars are of uncommon beauty and elegance, and great purity of classic design. The leaden

rain-water pipes on the front, shown on the sketch, are also designed in the richest manner,

with an unusual elaboration of ornament. The heads bear the letters E.D. (Edward Dryden)

and date 1708. They are probably the finest and most artistic specimens in England, and are

illustrated by Mr. Hartshorne, in the Spring Gardens sketch book. The building internally

possesses to the fullest extent, an assemblage of objects of special interest, and beautiful

design, such as is often met with in old mansions, that have been inhabited continuously by

one family for several generations, wherein the old pictures, prints, objects of art and virtu,

choice furniture and additions made at various periods to the decorations, present in each and

every case, fresh “bits” of unique local and historical value. Here also a still more widespread

and “allsided” interest is found in the wonderful wealth of those collections of beautiful and

accurate illustrations of many little known portions of the three kingdoms (besides such

distant parts as Bornholme in the Baltic, and Brittany in France,) which the literary and

artistic taste of the present Baronet has enabled him personally to accumulate. Northampton-

shire here, also, preserves records of many an interesting but otherwise long lost artistic

fragment
;
while the British Scandanavian province, Scotland’s northern county, is represented

in an abundance of water-colour drawings, sometimes weltering in its driving mists
;
sometimes

in the dreamy wildering beauty of its summer gloaming
;
and sometimes in the dark sad

melancholy main under a stormy and lowering sky, seen through the ruined chasm of rifted

rocks, named there ‘ a gyoe.’
”

The artist thanks Sir Henry Dryden for permitting these historical notes to be extracted

from a privately printed account of Canon’s Ashby, and the remains of its beautiful Monastic

Church.
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XIX. Sketches front TOntotm Castle, near (Mn&urgf).

Drawn by J. W. Small.

WlNTOUN House or Castle, lies about ten miles south east from Edinburgh, and is a very

fine example of an old Scotch baronial mansion, of the seventeenth century. It has a

decided touch of French influence in some parts of its details. The windows, shown on this

plate, are taken from the west front, and are a fair example of the type used here.

The detail of the parapet to tower, on the lower part of the same plate, shews a very

elaborate, effective, and thoroughly characteristic treatment of this period. In the interior of

the building there are still in good preservation some fine specimens of rich plaster work.

Wintoun House was built in 1610, by George, tenth Lord Seton and third Earl of

Wintoun.

XX. Ci)c Standing .Stone of Suckamtres, near ILunU, 0Jnst, in tlje Sljrtlanti Meg.

Drawn by J. T. Irvine.

WHETHER the standing stone of Suckamires, at Unst (or Lund, or Greenwell, by all of which

names it is sometimes known) in the Shetland Islands, is monumental or not is uncertain.

Its site is in the line of the green “gorsty” of an ancient dyke. Curious evidence of the

means of its erection can yet be seen in the stones at its base, which were the fulcrum for the

lever used for that purpose, advantage being also taken in the selection of a slab, thick at

one end, thinning to a feather edge at the other. Under the butt end, the hole was dug, into

which, therefore, the block was easily canted by the lever used.

The human figure is merely intended to give an idea of the actual height of the stone,

so far as now above ground.
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XXL Cabentitslj antr Ealtiot BaUses, etc., from an Matt Eaftlz at

©arhfotcfc ©all, ©erbgsfrire.

XXII. Ealbot ant ©ar&fotcft Bahgcs, etc., from tfje same.

Drawn by LLewellynn Jewitt, F.S.A.

The table from which these small details have been selected, and drawn in outline of their

full size, is one of the most remarkable and elaborate of existing examples of inlaying. It

measures io feet in length, and is 4 feet 3§ inches in width, and it is 2 feet nj inches high.

The top is formnd of three boards, side by side, which have been attached to each other by
dove-tailing, concealed by the cable moulding which forms it into three lengthwise divisions.

The upper framework and legs are elaborately inlaid, and the lower frame is painted both

inside and out with borders, in distemper.

In the centre of the middle division of the table, within an oval Elizabethan tablet,

supported by nude figures and stags, are the words :

—

THE - REDOLENT - SMLE

OF - iEGLENTYNE

WE - STAGGES - EXAVET

TO - THE - DEVEYNE

i.e .— The redolent smell of Eglantine,

We stags exalt to the divine.

or in other words, “ The sweet scent diffused by the Eglantine is to us delicious and heavenly,”

which curious couplet will require explanation. The “ Stag,” the favourite badge of “ Bess

of Hardwick,” was the crest of the old family of Hardwick, of Hardwick, of which she was

sole heiress
;
and the arms of her second husband (Sir William Cavendish, ancestor of the

present Duke of Devonshire) by whom alone she had issue, and to whom she conveyed those

estates, were three stags’ heads. Again, when her second son, Sir William Cavendish, was

created Baron Cavendish, of Hardwick (in his mother’s life-time), and afterwards, Earl of

Devonshire, the crest of the Hardwicks was, with but some minor differences, adopted as the

supporters of his arms, which are two stags, each gorged with a garland of roses. “We
Stagges ” were therefore “ We the Hardwick-Cavendish family,” who bear the stag as a crest,

as a bearing, as supporters, and as a badge. The Eglantine, was, of course, the sweet brier,

*•' daintest of roses,” and, being borne wreathed and garlanded on the stags, became an

appropriate badge or decoration of the family; it, the rose, therefore, became equally an

appropriate family device with the stag, and was continually introduced with it.
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The rest of the central longitudinal division of the table is elaborately filled with coats

of arms (Talbot impaling Hardwick, and Cavendish impaling Talbot), badges, stags, foxes,

grotesque heads, swans, flowers, fruit, and foliage, etc. The two other lengthway divisions

of the design of the table top are filled in over the entire surface with inlaid representations

of music, musical instruments (lute, viol, rebeck, harp, bagpipes, horns, cornets, and others,)

games of various kinds (chess, backgammon, cards, dice, etc., etc.), flowers, fruit, and foliage.

The four circular badges selected for these two plates are, the noued snake of the

Cavendish family, whose crest it is
;
the lion rampant of the Talbot arms

;
the Talbot of the

Talbots; and the stag of the Hardwicks. The mottoes are “ Cavendo Tutus” of the

Cavendishes and “ Prest D’accomplir ” of the Talbots.

This remarkable table was made for the celebrated Countess of Shrewsbury, known in

history as “ Bess of Hardwick,” and is still carefully preserved at the grand residence built by

her, Hardwick Hall, the seat of her lineal descendent, the Marquis of Hartington. This lady,

Elizabeth Hardwick, sole heiress of her family, married four times; first to Robert Barley,

next to Sir William Cavendish, by whom alone she had issue, and from whom are descended

the Dukes of Devonshire, and other noble houses; third to Sir William St. Loe
;
and fourth

to the sixth Earl of Shrewsbury, which fourth husband she survived seventeen years, and died

in 1607. Those who desire to know more about this curious piece of furniture will find in

vol. 23 of “ The Reliquary ” a fully detailed description and engravings.

XXIII. Bronje ^elmeteh from Cottenfjam, Camhrttrgesfiire.

XXIV. Bronze pelmet anti (Crrst, from tfje same.

Drawn by Mrs. H, Strickland.

The bronze head, helmet, and crest, drawn on these two plates, by Mrs. Strickland, are

preserved in the Fitz-William Museum, at Cambridge, and are said to have been found near

Cottenham, north of Cambridge, in 1856, by the late Rev. S. Banks, from whose collection

they were purchased for the museum. From the same district came the Earith bronze head,

now in the British Museum. The bust, or head, carefully represented on plate XXIII. is

evidently that of a Roman Emperor, and is pronounced by Mr. King, of Trinity College, to

be probably the head of Marcus Aurelius. The helmet, shown upon the head, and also

separately on plate XXIV., is three inches in height, and represents the face of a Gaul or Briton.

On the forehead is a ring ornament
;
on each side and above the ears one of snake-like form

;

and the hair on the face is strongly marked. The crest stands up about an inch above the

helmet. These objects were all separate when found, but evidently belong to each other. They

are hollow, and the metal is somewhat thin.
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XXV. ©in Ctmfier H?ouse tn $tgfj Street, ©obentrg.

Drawn by John Astle.

The subject of this drawing is the back premises of a very old-fashioned house, now a
drapers shop, in High Street, Coventry. It has no particular history attached to it, but its

ancient and highly picturesque character makes it worthy of being put on record. An
opportunity was taken for making this sketch at a time when the houses were brought to

light by some adjoining buildings being taken down for the erection of a new stone edifice.

XXVI. 5?olimgton ©fjurclj, Sussex. From a sketch taken in 1832, by the late E. Field
,
Esq.

Drazvn by Miss Pattison.

The Church of St. Leonard, Hollington, is supposed to have been built some time in the

14th century, with the materials of a former and perhaps larger edifice. Portions of carved

work have been found built into the walls, and in raising the stone at the entrance to the

porch some years since, a silver coin of the time of Edward III. was discovered. The position

of the building, standing as it did formerly in part of the forest with which the greater portion

of Sussex was then covered, obtained for it the name of “ the Church in the Wood,” an

appellation which it still deserved when this sketch was taken fifty years ago
;
and long

afterwards it remained embowered among trees, which have since, to some extent, been cleared

away, and the appearance of the little church is now much changed by a comparatively

recent restoration and partial rebuilding.

XXVII. ©too Ftefos of Santisfoot ©astle, ©orset.

Drawn by Mrs. Hall.

Sandsfoot Castle was built by Henry VIII., in 1539, to protect the then important naval

station of Wyke Regis, now known as Weymouth, which in 1347, contributed 20 ships to the

Royal Navy. It is situated on a cliff overhanging the bay, about I mile south west. Leland

in his Itinerary thus describes the situation in 1545 :
—“The tounlet of Waymouth lyeth strait

agayn Milton, on the other side of the haven, and at this place the trajectus is by a bote

and a rope, bent over the haven
;
so that in the ferry-bote they use no ores. There runneth

up, by the right hand of the haven a great arme of the sea
;
and scant a mile above the

haven mouth, on the shore of this arme, is a right goodlie warlyke castel made, having one

open barbecane. This arme runneth up farther a mile, as in a bay, to a point of land where

a trajectus is unto Portland, by a long causey of pebble and sand.” Henry VIII. erected it

as one of his extended series of coast defences, but it has ceased to be garrisoned since 1685.

The sketch indicates the Island of Portland in the distance, and Chesil Beach, or Bank.
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XXVIII. fragments front tfje ffireat Ecrnple at Bath.

Drawn by J. T. Irvine.

A series of finely engraved plates, representing the remains of the grand Roman Temple at

Bath, discovered in 1790, was published by Lysons in 1802, and since then, in the Rev.

Prebendary Scarth’s “ Aquae Solis” they have been admirably represented. Since that time

furthur discoveries have been made, and the fragments here carefully drawn were brought to

light during the the course of excavations for the erection of the Grand Pump Room
Hotel. These excavations were upon the site of the old White Hart Hotel, and resulted in

laying bare an actual portion of the very Temple platform. Further works from 1880 to

the present time have revealed other remains.

The three stones, drawn on this plate, formed a part of the discoveries made on the site

of the “White Hart.” The one on the right hand at the top is a part of the upper course of

the front cornice of the temple
;
that at the bottom to the left having belonged in a similar

way to the upper course of the side cornice, on its top surface
;
the eaves gutter hollow still

remaining. Both these, with another small fragment of a similar lion’s mane, were recovered

from under the floor of a cellar actually below Westgate Street. The third fragment, that

on left hand at top belongs to the triangular cornice over front pediment, being one more

added to those from the same part found in 1790. This when found lay actually on the temple

platform. The three stones, given in section, are recent finds, 1881, etc., two belonging to the

lower course of the side horizontal cornices irregular in depth, a peculiarity common in the

building. The top section is that of the plinth (though so similar to a cornice). The smaller

building, whose remains came also to light in 1790, and other stones of which now come to

light, had a similar plinth, on the stones of which the square bases of its pilasters are seen to

have been worked solid. The last stone above named, when in situ, projected from the wall

face, and thus the decay represented on its surface took place by the wash of water from the

wall above. In many of these stones large and curious slots are cut to receive metal cramps.

XXIX. j&erbgn, a Sketch from 3£tfe.

XXX. ffiobfreo, a Sketch from ILtfe.

Drawn by Miss H. E. Grace.

THESE two admirable costume-sketches of the sons of Mr. Morgan S. Williams are

contributed to the present volume by that gentleman. They are drawn from the life by

Miss Grace, portrait painter, of Brighton.
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XXXI. JFont in St. (Clement's Cljurct), Hastings.

From a sketch by Miss Pattison.

The Church of St. Clement, Hastings, is believed to be the elder of two old churches in the

town. Mr. Sharpe, in his lecture on “ The Architecture of Sussex Churches ” gives a wide

range as to the probable date of its erection, placing it between the year 1360 to 1550. The

font is probably coeval with the church
;

it is of perpendicular work, and is octagonal in shape,

having on the different sides the emblems of our Saviour’s Passion carved on the stone.

XXXII. Eotoer, ©Unhrg, ©Unrig, Hnbermss=st)tre.

Drawn by D. Waters. U

The ruins of the two Pictish Towers in Glenbeg, Glenelg, Invernesshire, show great

peculiarity in their structure. In shape they are circular, and, in their expansion at the base,

remind one of the bole of a large tree. Externally the stones of which they are built are

evenly faced, and the joints put very closely and regularly together, and, so far as could

be observed, without any mortar from top to bottom. There is no exterior opening in the

shape of loophole or window, and the only means of exit or entrance is by a very low square-

headed doorway at the base, spanned by one broad flat stone. Interiorly the walls have more

the appearance of rubble-work, and there are occasional openings for the admission of light

and air, or of access to the horizontal galleries, which run in tiers of different heights all

round the building. The space enclosed by the walls was, no doubt, originally open at the

top. The height of the towers was apparently about thirty feet, and the inside diameter of

similar dimensions. The walls, inclusive of the width of the galleries, were from ten to

twelve feet thick.

When the sketch was made in 1874, the artist was informed by the then Minister of

Glenelg, the Rev. John Macrae (since deceased at the age of 78) that in his recollection there

had been seven or eight towers in Glenbeg, but that all had disappeared except the remains

of two
;
the stones having been carried off for road mending or building purposes.

XXXIII. Etng John's Softer, at $efoton St. fLo, near Batlj.

Drawn by Mrs. Hall.

This Tower, erected in the 12th century, stands in the grounds of Wm. Stephen Gore

Langton, Esq., at Newton Park, near Bath, and is all that remains of the ancient baronial

castle of the Lords of St. Lo—or de Sancto Laudo—who derived their title from the town
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of St. Lo, on the Vire, Normandy. The manor of Newton was granted by William the

Conqueror to his trusty follower, Geoffrey, Bp. of Coutances, and also styled Bp. of St. Lo,

who was more distinguished by his military qualities than by those of his sacred profession.

He is said to have been rewarded for his services with 280 manors, most of which were seizep

by the King at his death, and disposed of to other courtiers. Among these was the Lord of

St. Lo, who came over with William I., and we find the Lords of St. Lo established here in

the reign of Richard I. Sir Roger de St. Lo was heavily amerced by the Sheriff of Somerset

temp. King John, and joined the party of the Barons. Tradition says that he detained King

John a prisoner here, but history does not record the fact. In the latter part of his reign

King John was in this neighbourhood, when the Barons sent in their famous demand.

The estate remained in this family for several centuries, and was sold by the grandson

of the last female descendant, to Edward Neville, Esq., afterwards Earl of Abergavenny. It

is now the property of the Gore Langton family.

XXXIV. ®Ucfcet tn ©cor of principal lEntrance, (GJiepstoto Castle.

Drawn by D. Waters.

So very few of the original doors of our old places of strength have survived the general

demolition, or partial dismantling, of fortified buildings that took place during the civil wars,

that the accompanying representation of one still remaining at Chepstow Castle will be a

valuable record. It is an excellent example of a wicket, or small door, within the larger

one, and is in a good state of preservation. A good example also occurs at Haddon Hall,

in Derbyshire.

XXXV. Homan &mpljora, from tfje JHefriterrancan.

Drawn by Miss Leonora F. M. Prest07i.

The Amphora, here depicted, was dredged up by some fishermen about five-and-twenty

years ago, in the Bay of Baise, in the neighbourhood of Lucullus’ Villa, where it had lain at

the bottom of the sea for at least 1700 years—the result probably of an earthquake. It is

unbroken, and encrusted with annelids and a species of barnacle ;
it stands 3 feet high, and its

greatest circumference is 38^ inches. The bronze frame is modern, being made, as nearly as

possible, like the ancient stands into which these wine jars was placed, when not partially

imbedded in sand. The jars had no covers, a little olive oil being poured into the neck to

preserve the wine from contact with the air.
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XXXVI. ^utitence ©fjatr in tije “ gogal Closet " or “ ©atinet/' St. Sames’s palace,

lEontion,

Drawn by LLewellynn Jewitt, F.S.A.

This Chair, in which the Sovereign is usually seated when giving audience to an Ambassador,

at St. James’s Palace, is here given in fac-simile of a careful sketch made many years ago by

Mr. Jewitt at the time when, with special permission from the Queen and under exceptionally

favourable circumstances, he made drawings of most of the apartments and objects of state-

interest in the various royal residences and national buildings. The Chair, upholstered in

crimson velvet, with massive fringe between the feet, is in form of two sphinxes and is all

massively gilt, Its height is three feet six inches, and its width three feet.

The “ Royal Closet,” close by the “ Throne Room,” is the “ Veritable Cabinet of St.

James” and has been regularly used by Sovereigns when giving solemn private audience to

Foreign Ambassadors. “If walls could speak”—it has been truly said—“these four walls

might be able to disclose not a few diplomatic secrets, and to contradict not a few sagacious

conjectures on the part of politicians. Yet speak they cannot, and every precaution is taken

that there be no ears. The conferences or audiences here held are strictly private, and con-

ducted with the most rigourous ceremony
;
not merely as formal interviews on business of

state between the sovereign and the subject, but as between one crowned head and the

representative of another. On such occasions no attendant, not even of the highest rank, is

allowed to be present ;—no one is allowed even to approach this chamber of audience, officers

being stationed at all the doors leading to it, with drawn rapiers. Seated at the table the

Sovereign receives the Ambassador, who arrives in full costume and, as the representative of

another potentate, enjoys the privilege of being seated in the royal presence.”

XXXVII. ©iti Inn, “ ©te Mlg farmers,” ©taring Cross, j^orfotclj.

Drawn by Bosworth W. Harcourt.

This quaint old Tavern,—one of the very large number with which the City of Norwich

abounded,—was pulled down during present year (1882), for the purpose of extending the

premises of Mr. Tyce, Cabinet Maker : the room on the left of the drawing contained a fine

specimen of a carved ceiling of the 16th century.
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XXXVIII. piscina, &outt) Mali of fEofoer, JBttdjam Cljurrfj, Surrey

Drawn by Robert Garraway Rice.

This drawing is made from a sketch taken in 1870, at which time the Piscina was under the

belfry steps. Consequent upon alterations being made for the purpose of converting the lower

part of the tower into an organ chamber, it is now within the Church, but has suffered much from

cement, restoration, and whitewash. The stone shelf, answering the purpose of a credence, as

may be seen from the sketch, still remains. It is evident from the position of the Piscina that

in pre-reformation times a chapel existed (but to what saint dedicated does not at present

appear) in the base of the tower, in addition to the one at the east end of the north aisle, for-

merly the chapel of St. Nicholas,* but known in later times as Mr. Heath’s and “ The Major’s

Chancel,” which for some centuries belonged to the owners of Hall Place, Mitcham. The

floor of the tower must have been considerably raised in modern times, for the Piscina is now

but a little removed from the ground level. It probably dates from the middle of the 14th

century.

* Ellynne Fromans, of Mitcham, co. Surr. Widow, in her Will dat. 11 June 1588, pr. in Archdeaconry Court of

Surrey, on 12 Aug. following, directs:—“my will and mind ys that my bodye shalbe buryed in my chappell called St.

Nicolas being in the Parioche churche of Micham aforesaid.”

XXXIX. Ancient ^atetoao at Polrstoortfj, Marin tcfcsl) ire.

Drawn by Mrs. Morant.

The following extract from Dugdale’s Warwickshire, refers to the interesting building repre-

sented on this plate :
—

“ King Egbert having one only son, called Arnulph, who was a leper
;

hearing by a Bishop which came from Ireland, that the then King of Connaught had a Nun

to his daughter called Modwen, that healed all diseased people repairing to her, sent his said

son at the persuasion of that Bishop into Ireland, where he was cured by the same holy woman,

—which so pleased the King that he invited St. Modwen to come to England,—and sent his

daughter Edith to be instructed by her after the rule of St. Benet. Soon after he founded a

Monastery for them on the banks of the river Anker, at this place called Polesworth— ‘ Pol
’

signifying deepness of water, and * worth ' a dwelling—constituting Edith Abbess of the same.

This Monastery continued to her and her successors till the Norman conquest, when Sir Robert

Marmion, having the Castle of Tamworth, expelled the nuns from hence. The learned Leland,

says, * Robert Marmion and Milicent his wife were the founders thereof, and gave the town of

Polesworth totally thereto. Alms were distributed throughout the year, weekly, to poor

people at the Gate of the Monasterie.’ It was permitted to stand till the general destruction

of all the great houses in ’30. H.8.”
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XL. Uantm f&all, ^[orksijtre.

Drawn by Morgan S. Williams.

The North side of this House is of great antiquity, dating from before Henry VIII, in whose

reign it came by marriage with a Conyers into the family of Scrope, the present owners.

The House was enlarged during Charles I. reign, as the date in the ballustrade round the

top of the house shows
;
and the South front was built by the father of the present owner in

1854. In the old part of the house may still be seen two curious hiding places used for har-

bouring persons during troubled times.

XLI. Illustrations of tlje Staglo^axon ©ante of iLtfring ©umtatn.

Drawn by Miss Leonora F. M. Preston.

LIVING QUINTAIN was a game popular among the Anglo-Saxon yeomanry and burgesses.

The game consisted of the efforts of one person, either on foot or in a swing, being so directed

as to strike his antagonist’s outstretched foot with his own, and dislodge him from his seat.

It was a debased form of the Living Quintain as played by Knights, when a seated man in

armour parried the blow of an adversary on foot. Date, 13th to 15th century. The drawings

are adapted from ancient illuminated manuscripts.

XLII. ©lh ©ljrst tit ©ttnstcr ©Jjurrij, <£omrrsetsl)tre.

Drawn by D. Waters.

This is one of the most interesting of the few examples known to be in existence of this

particular kind of parish chest. It is strong and massive, without any pretension to ornament.

XLI II. imams’ ©astle, near ©unhee.

Drawn by J. W. Small, F.S.A. Scot.

The old Castle of the Mains lies about a mile and a half north-east of the busy town of

Dundee. It is in ruins
;
but the plan can easily be made out, consisting of a keep, a tower,

with attached buildings, and an enclosing wall, loop-holed and battlemented at top. One of

the peculiarities in detail of this old place is the gabled crow-steps, which are not of very

frequent occurrence in old Scottish work. The date of 1557 is cut in one of the arch

mouldings of the gateway to the courtyard, seen in the view. The old dove cote is still standing,

a little distance to the west of the old Castle, and is circular in plan. In the gable of an

erection in the old churchyard in the neighbourhood is a little piece of sculpture, of the

Gothic era, representing “ the Annunciation.”
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XLIV. defter Castle, 3&ent*

Drawn by Morgan S. Williams.
0

Hever Castle, in the Weald of Kent, was originally the stronghold of the family of

De Hevre, said to have been of Norman extraction, one of whom, William de Hevre, is

stated to have had a licence from Edward III. to embattle this his manor house. His

daughters and co-heiresses inherited the estates, and by marriage conveyed them to the families

of Cobham and Brocas
;
the former of whom, having obtained the portion of the latter by

purchase, sold the whole to Sir Geoffrey Bullen or Boleyn, “ a wealthy mercer in London, as

also Lord Mayor of that City in 37 Henry VI.,” who, having married one of the daughters

and co-heiresses of John, Baron Hoo and Hastings, became father to Sir William Bullen,

who married a co-heiress of the Earl of Ormond, and had by her, with other issue, a son, Sir

Thomas Bullen or Boleyn (created Baron and Viscount Rochfort, Earl of Ormond and

Earl of Wiltshire), who by his wife, the daughter of Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk
>

was the father of the beautiful but ill-fated Anne Boleyn, one of the murdered wives of

Henry VIII. After the execution of the Queen and her brother, Lord Rochfort, and the

death of their father, the detestable monarch seized Hever Castle in right of the wife he

had butchered, and settled it upon one of her successors, Anne of Cleves. It was afterwards

sold by the Crown Commissioners to Sir Edward Waldegrave, and, after many changes,

came by purchase, in 1745, to the Waldos.

The Castle is rich in interesting features, and in sad, though historical, associations. It

is moated, and the entrance is defended by a strong portcullis. The inner solid oaken door

is riveted with iron, firmly bound with iron pieces going the whole length across, and studded

with iron knobs, and within this is another portcullis. Immediately adjoining these are two

guard-rooms. “Passing through the portcullises, the visitor enters a spacious courtyard,

surrounded on all its sides by the building. From this courtyard or quadrangle he enters the

old dining-hall, where the racks for hunting-spears are still visible, and where grotesque

decorations will not fail to be noticed. In the stained-glass windows are the arms of the

Boleyns and the Howards. Near this is the Chapel, and continuing along the passages are

two rooms bearing the names of ‘ Anne Boleyn’s bedroom ’ and ‘ Anne of Cleves ’ room.’

Anne Boleyn’s room is a really interesting apartment, beautifully panelled, and formerly

contained the original family chairs, tables, muniment box, and what was called Anne’s bed.”

To this apartment several ante-rooms succeed, and the suite terminates in a grand gallery

occupying the whole length of the building, in which the judicial meetings and the social

gatherings of the ancient family were held. It is about 1 50 feet in length, by 20 feet in

width, with a vaulted roof, and panelled throughout with carved oak. On one side, placed at

equal distances apart, are three recesses :—the first, having a flight of three steps, is fitted up

with elbowed benches
;

the second was occupied by the fire
;
and the third served as a quiet

corner for the old folks. At one end of the gallery a trap-door leads to a dark chamber,

called the dungeon, in which the family are believed to have sheltered themselves in time

of trouble.
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XLV. Ha fHatsoti n’&tiam, Angers.

Drawn by Miss Leonora F. M. Preston.

The building here drawn is valuable as a well-preserved specimen of 16th century domestic

architecture, at the corner of the Place S te - Croix, Angers. The rough white-washed walls

are trellised into black beams, and many of the uprights are richly carved
;
especially those

on the ground floor, which include grotesque figures of Adam and Eve, and the tree of

knowledge, in high relief, at the angle of the house.

XLVI. Entrance to (Ctort $las mx g IDrcfci, ©olgellg.

Drawn by D. Waters.

A carefully-drawn south-east view of the old Parliament House, by Miss A. R. Pattison, was

given, with descriptive particulars, in the last volume of drawings. The portion here drawn

by Mr. Waters is the entrance to the House, and serves to illustrate the massive style of

architecture which pervades the whole structure.

XLVI I. EtmlteretJ houses in JHtll .Street, 0Eartatcft,

Drawn by D. Waters.

A FIRE destroyed one or two of the old houses in Mill Street, Warwick, some years ago, and

the remaining ones have been taken down or “ improved out ” of their original picturesque

appearance.
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XLVIII. E\)t ©lb ©fjurd) at fftttdfjam, Surrey taken tiotou in 1819.

Southeast biebo.

XLIX. same. ^ortiplEast btebr

Drawn by Robert Garraway Rice.

The south-east view of the Church which formerly existed at Mitcham, has been here

carefully reduced from an original water-colour drawing made a few weeks before the

destruction of the building in 1819, by Mr. Edwin Chart, of Mitcham.

The north-east view (Plate XLIX), is an enlarged fac-simile of an interesting etching

made before the church was taken down, by Mr. Edwin East, of Durham House, Mitcham,

who is said to have also etched another plate.

The present church was built upon the site of the old one. The lower portion of the

old tower (now forming part of the present tower) was allowed to stand, and is the only

portion of the original fabric now remaining. The exterior, however, at the re-building of the

church, which is constructed principally of brick covered with Roman cement, was also cased

with the same material Within the tower and against the south wall is the plain but

characteristic piscina of which a sketch is given on plate XXXVIII. It is interesting to note

that the following seven views of the old church (and perhaps others) are still extant, viz., a

N.W. sketch, dated 1788, in an augmented copy of “Lysons’ Environs of London,” in the

Library of the Corporation of London; a W. view, engraved by William Ellis, 1791; a

similar view, “drawn by Brown, and engraved by Sands, for Dr. Hughson’s Description of

London”; a S. view in “Gentlemen’s Magazine” for October, 1800 ;
a N.E. view, dated 1809,

in Woodburn’s “Ecclesiastical Topography”; and two here reproduced.
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L. Clasp Strife pantile from Jlatoen Nefotofon, JBorset; hunter's %niU from

PHllMtr, dEBorsetsfjtre ;
anti ©oorfoap of a f^ouse in Gloucester £t., Cirencester.

Drawn by J. T. Irvine.

Figs. A, B & C, on this plate represent the Handle of a Clasp Knife, dating probably from the

early part of the 17th century. It was found at Maiden Newtown, Dorsetshire, and when

sketched was in the possession of Mr. John Brown, Schoolmaster there. It is not an

unpleasing specimen of an age when such gifts passed between the Dorset beau and his “Jay,”

and certainly would not be unworthy to have formed part of the private collection of some

earlier “ Fair Rose of Maiden Newtown,” of that day and period.

Fig. D is interesting from having been discovered at Hillfield, now a quiet little village

under High Stoy, situated on the very edge of the great royal forest of Blackmoor Vale. It

is a memorial of that long-past age, when the locality rang “with hound and horn and wild

halloo;” this peculiar kind of knife being that used by the hunters to bleed the stag or deer

when pulled down by the hounds in chase. The back of the short blade had a notch to fix

it when open. It was, when sketched, in the Dorchester Museum.

The curious Doorway surrounding these drawings is in Gloucester Street, Cirencester,

and is interesting as showing the singular return to Gothic features which took place just

prior to the civil wars, producing a mixture of both styles, Classic and Gothic.

LI. gpb&age aux p?ommes, Gaen.

Drawn by Miss Leonora F. M. Preston.

This magnificent monastery was founded in 1077 by William the Conqueror, and destined for

his burial-place, which it became ten years later. The church is now known as the Eglise St.

Etienne, and the ancient abbey buildings have been considerably extended, and turned into a

seminary for priests. The Towers were finished in 1096 ;
the Spires and Choir were added in

the 13th century. The exterior of the church is almost entirely early Gothic; the interior, a

fine specimen of Norman-Romanesque. The Tomb of the illustrious founder is in the Choir,

in front of the High Altar. To the right of the sketch is the Venerable Eglise St. Nicholas.
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Cup of <Sf}aIe founti at 2Luster, on Jlitigell Uoe,

Drawn by J. T. Irvine.

RUINS of “Paaches” or “Fakes” Broughs are thickly scattered round the coasts of both Orkney

and Shetland. Rude fortalices built of dry stone walling, they are almost invariably of circular

shape, to which this one, however, is a remarkable exception. The “skews” or “sarcements”

(wall set backs) in interiors appear to shew they were of at least two or even more stories, whose

circular roof terminated in a smoke “lumb;” this roof-covering being of “pones” thecked

with “ gloy ” (picked out long straight oat straw), fastened with “simmands” as cottage roofs

are done at the present day. Their walls, twelve or more feet in thickness, contain small

chambers roofed by overlapping stones. The Brough is often enclosed in a “ screed ” of

small stone huts coeval, or mostly so, with its own erection. Excavation having brought to

light in some interiors fragments of Samian ware, etc., leaves small reason to doubt their

date corresponds with those of the so called “ Roman Villas ” of England and Southern

Scotland—a period when the subjection to which even these wild districts were reduced was

so perfect that on its cession the earlier National divisions had become lost and forgotten,

(they having merged into the generally accepted term of “ Piet” as completely as had those

of South Britain into the equally universal one of “ Britons.”) Nor will that “ tulchan ” or

“bogy” of North Celtic freedom from Roman yoke, whose shadowy existence Scottish

Historians have so desperately striven to galvanise into a fancied life, long deceive the

enquiries of modern historical research. Situated on the wildest coast of the Island and

joined by the narrowest of connections, scarcely presenting surface-breadth for even one foot

on the lowest neck, the path was additionally commanded by the face of the square wall seen in

sketch. On the land to prevent those approaching at night from falling over the Cliff a rude

fence of stones had been raised along its verge. The rocks seen in distance are the six

“stacks” of Feidaland, off the mainland of Shetland, called, respectively,—Fladac, Scorda

Tirlla, Hatter, Luder, Lewes.

The Cup [sketched full size] is formed of some sort of Shale, and was discovered near the

Manse of Midyell at Luster, in what appears to have been a “ weem ” described as a ditch filled

up with blackish earth, burnt ashes, etc., among which several “ thunderbolts ”
or stone knives

(steinbarts) turned up together with this cup. For some years the finder used it as a “salt fit,”

during which use the side was fractured. From the finder it was procured by the late Mr.

Robert Neven Spence, of Windhouse and Raefirth, for the Shetland Museum at Lerwick,

in which it was preserved when the sketch was made.
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